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He has served on the Governing Boards of the Sreemati Durgawati College, Delhi; the Sir J.J School
of Arts & Architecture, Delhi and the Delhi Society of Architects and the Delhi chapter of the Indian

Institute of Architects (IIArch). He is a founding member of the ICKART a society of architects for
cultural dialogue. He has written several articles on Indian architecture in such periodicals as
Architecture India; Architecture: Indian Style; Architecture-International; Architecture Today;

Architecture Today-India; and Juridical Journal. He has also lectured at many colleges in India and
abroad. He was one of the editors of The Companion of the Art of Indian Architecture published by

Abhinav Publications, Delhi. His work in the last decade has been primarily on contemporary
architecture in India. He has also edited two books on contemporary Indian architecture, Building

Beyond Borders and Immune Systems, a book on contemporary architecture in India. He also
contributed to the documentary on the subject: India, The Other Story. He is a founding member of

the ICKART a society of architects for cultural dialogue. An invitee at several international
conferences he has presented papers on a range of subjects such as style; Jainism and its

influences on the architecture of India; the effect of the concept of Kali Yuga on architectural and
cultural history of India and so on. He also wrote a number of essays on contemporary Indian

architecture and helped in the indexing of journals and books and started a special journal on the
subject.
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this book is a ready reference
for architects, students of

architecture, and architectural
historians. it is a must read for

all. it can be used for
reference purposes as an

architectural encyclopedia and
not just a book on indian

architecture. it can also be
used to study the art of

planning and urban design. it
will also be a useful addition to
the library of every architect,
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planner and architect.
masterpieces of traditional

indian architecture traces the
evolution of architectural

forms and their usage over the
centuries. it explains how

different cultures, religions
and people have contributed
in the making of distinctive
styles. these have created
stupendous architectural

marvels: from the towering
minars of islamic architecture

to the exquisite cave
architecture of the buddhists,
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from the dazzling dilwara
temple to the glorious sun

temple. islamic architecture in
india by satish grover pdf free
11 the first book on the islamic

architecture in india was
published in 1982 by satish
grover. it is a revision of his

book published earlier in 1976.
it was republished again in
1995 by the same publisher

and the publisher was
impressed by the large

number of copies sold. in
1981, he was the architect for
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the development of a new plan
for the construction of the

buddhist temple of myorong in
thailand. it was his association
with the buddhist community,
through their organizations,

that brought about this
opportunity. in the early

1980s, he became an
architectural associate of the
asian federation of architects.
during this period, he was the
architect for the the residence
of the president of the asian

federation of architects.
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